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On the Existence of Combinational Networks 
with Arbitrary Multiple Redundancies
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Abstract
Redundancy involving a single line is fairly well understood. 
However, little is known about multiple-line redundancies for which any 
proper subset is irredundant. This report provides some tools for studying 
such redundancies. It presents several new examples of multiple 
redundancies and proves by a constructive method that redundancies of 
all multiplicities exist.
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1. Introduction
A combinational logic network is said to be redundant if certain 
gate input or output lines may be removed without affecting the function 
realized by the network. Removing a line is equivalent to setting it to a 
constant logical value which depends on the type of gate fed by the line; 
e.g. removing an input line to an AND or NAND gate is equivalent to setting 
that input to logical 1. Redundancy is useful in some applications to 
increase system reliability [1], however, unintentional redundancy may 
increase the cost of a network without yielding specific benefits; in fact, 
redundancy may make it difficult or impossible to diagnose all faults in a 
network.
Many hardware failures in logic networks can be conveniently 
modelled as gate inputs or outputs stuck-at-0 or stuck-at-1. A fault is 
diagnosed by applying certain input vectors selected such that the fault- 
free and the faulty network produce different outputs. It should be evident 
that it is impossible to detect whether, for example, a redundant input line 
to an AND gate has become stuck-at-1. Thus, a redundant line corresponds to 
an undetectable stuck-line fault. Since the occurrence of undetectable 
faults may interfere with the diagnosis of otherwise detectable faults [2], 
methods for avoiding, or at least identifying, unintentional redundancy are 
needed.
Redundancy which involves a single line is fairly well understood 
and practical methods for identifying single-line redundancies have been 
proposed [3]. However, there exist networks having a set of redundant lines 
for which any proper subset is irredundant. Little is known about such
2multiple redundancies; in fact, only one example of a network containing a 
4-tuple redundancy has been (repeatedly) published [4].
This report is intended to provide some tools for further studies 
of multiple redundancies. We present several examples which suggest ways in 
which multiple redundancies occur and prove by a constructive method that 
redundancies of all multiplicities exist. This report makes it apparent that 
multiple redundancy is not as rare as has been suspected and could easily 
occur in practical situations.
2. Definitions and Notation
It is often more convenient to discuss redundancy in terms of 
undetectable faults rather than removable lines. A fault F in a network N 
consists of one or more stuck-line components F = {&- /w_,X_/w0 , . . . , L  /w, } 
where i-^ /w^  denotes the fault "line stuck-at-w^." The multiplicity of 
the fault is equal to the number of its component faults. A fault F is 
undetectable if and only if, for all possible input vectors x^, the output 
of the network with fault F is the same as the output of the fault-free 
network. A network contains a k-line redundancy if there exists a fault F 
of multiplicity k that is undetectable but any proper subset of F is 
detectable. A network is k-redundant if it contains a k-line redundancy but 
no j-line redundancy for j<k.
The network N used here is a single-output combinational network 
having the internal structure shown in Figure 1: The network function Z(X)
is realized by subnetwork Nq as the function Z(Y) of the intermediate
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Figure 1 Structure of Network N
4function vector Y * ( y ^ ^ »  • • • >Yj) whose components in turn are realized by 
subnetworks N^,N2,... ,N.. as functions of the primary inputs X ■ (x^,x2,...,xm ), 
i.e. Z(X) = Z(Y(X)).
A necessary and sufficient condition for the undetectability of a
multiple fault F = (f^,f2,...,f^) in a network N will now be proved. Let 
F FY and Z denote the functions realized by the respective subnetworks under
Ffault F. Define two sets, S and T_, of ordered pairs (Y,Y ) of intermediater r
function vectors as follows:
SF = {(Y(Xa),YF (Xa)) for every x j
Tf = {(Y(Xa)>YI'(Xb))|z(Y(Xa)) = ZF(YF (Xb)) for any X ^ }  .
Theorem 1: A multiple fault F in a network N is undetectable iff
SF ^  V
Proof: Let (A,B) denote any ordered pair belonging to S„ and letr
{s} denote the set of input vectors for which Y(X) = A and YF (X) = B. By 
definition, {x} is non-empty. It must be shown that, for any (A,B)6S , F 
is undetectable iff (A,B)£T .r
If (A,B)eir, then Z(A) = ZF(B) or Z(Y(X)> = ZF(YF(X)) for all 
X € [x], i.e. the fault-free output is the same as the output under fault F, 
for every input vector X6 {x}. Therefore, F is undetectable if 
{(A,B) <ESf3 c  Tp.
If (A,B)^Tf, then Z(A) i  ZF(B) and Z(Y(X)) + ZF(YF(X)) for all 
X € [x], i.e. each input vector X constitutes a test that detects F. By 
contraposition, if F is undetectable then {(A,B)£S ] C  x .
r r Q.E.D.
5Example 1: Let j=2, 3^  * x ^ ,  y2 = x ^ x ^ V i c ^ ,  and
Z = y1 ® y 2 * V 2* T^is networ^ is shown in Figure 2.
Consider the multiple fault F * {a/1,3/1} shown in the figure
Then
F F — p
yl " x29 ^2 “ xlx2X3 V x l» and Z " yly2 V yly2 * Z*
The truth table for these functions is shown below.
FX Y Y
X1X2X3 yl y 2
F F
yl y 2 Z zF
000 01 01 1 1
001 01 01 1 1
010 00 11 0 0
011 00 11 0 0
100 00 00 0 0
101 00 00 0 0
110 10 10 1 1
111 11 11 0 0
: that
11/~sr\>* (01, 01) for {x} * { 000, 001} ,
(Y,YF) = (00, 11) for {x} « { 010, 011} ,  e tc .,
and hence
SF = {(01,01),(00,11),(00,00),(10,10),(11,11)}.
Further,
Z * 1 for {y } = {01,10}, ZF * 1 for {y F} = {01,10}, 
and Z = 0 for {y } = {00,ll}, ZF - 0 for {y F} = {00,ll};
Figure 2. Network for Example 1
7hence
Tf = {(01,01), (01,10), (10,01), (10,10), (00,00), (00,U), (11,00), (11,11)}.
Thus, S c  T and, by Theorem 1, F is undetectable. Therefore, lines Qi and 3 r r
are redundant. In fact, they form a 2-redundancy, since the single faults 
a/1 and |3/1 are detectable.
3, A Method for Constructing Networks Having Specified Redundancies
In the sequel, a method will be presented for constructing networks 
having a specified degree of redundancy, k >  3. The structure of the net­
works generated by the method is, for simplicity, restricted to be similar 
to that of Example 1, that is, subnetwork Nq always realizes the function 
Z = y1© y 2 and N^ the function y^ = xix2* only N2 ^esi§ne<* specifically 
as a function of k although it is, again for simplicity, restricted to be a 
2-level AND-OR (or equivalent) network. In particular, the total number of 
primary inputs and the detailed implicant structure of depend on k .
There undoubtedly exist many other network structures which could 
be made to exhibit arbitrary redundancies. For example, the network of 
Figure 3 contains the (non-unique) 4-line redundancy shown. However, the 
subnetwork structure of Figure 2 is sufficient and convenient for our
purposes since the functional behavior under a fault F is easily determined.
|
In particular, each AND-gate in a two-level AND-OR subnetwork realizes an 
implicant of the subnetwork function, and stuck-line faults in the subnetwork 
are equivalent to the growth or disappearance of these implicants.
IX
 
IN
'
a,y: stuck-at-O faults 
ß,ö: stuck-at-1 faults
:1 X2 X3 yl CM z
F
yl
pt) 
CM 
>> z
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
l 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
SF -  { (01 ,01 ),(01 ,10 ), (10 ,10 ),  (10,10), (11,11)3
ç  Tf = {(00 or 01 or 10, 00 or 01 or 10),(11,11)}
Figure 3. A 4-redundant Network
9Undetectable faults, and hence redundancies, will occur unless the AND-OR 
network realizes an irredundant cover of prime implicants [5].
The desired k-redundancy occurs in our networks because a single 
fault in N^ and a (k-1)-tuple fault in ^  mask each other; either of these 
faults is detectable by itself and, in fact, all three subnetworks are 
irredundant with respect to their outputs. It will be shown later that our 
procedure yields an irredundant cover of prime implicants for y and that all 
faults of multiplicity less than k occurring anywhere in the entire network 
are detectable.
PROCEDURE FOR GENERATING THE IMPLICANTS OF yn2
Let
k = desired degree of redundancy > 3 
c = Tlog kl , thus 2C“1+ 1  < k < 2C 
n = total number of input variables 
= c+2.
Construct a map in which the two variables XjX2 identify the 
columns and the remaining c variables identify the rows, in the standard 
reflected binary code. Thus there will be 4 columns and 2C rows. The 
procedure specifies the minterms of y£ by placing a 1 into each of the 
2C rows, either in column 11 or in column 00.
Step I: Form 2-loops alternately in column 11 and in column 00 by
placing pairs of l*s two rows at a time, until 2c+l-k 2-loops are 
formed. (This number of implicants ranges from 1 when k =■ 2C to 2C~^  
when k = 2C”^+1.)
Step II: Consider the remaining 2(k-2c"^-l) rows one at a time.
Alternate placing a 1 into column 11 and into column 00. Combine each 
minterm with an adjacent one (from Step I) into a 2-loop whenever 
possible. A total of 2 (k-2c“^-l) implicants is formed in this step. 
(This number ranges from 2C"^ when k » 2C to 0 when k = 2C"^+1.)
The total number of implicants generated by the Procedure is
(2°+l-k) + 2(k-2C 1 - 1) = k-1. The following example illustrates the
process:
10
Example 2 : Let k*6. Then c * 3  and n«5. There are 2c+l-k ■ 
8+1-6 m 3 implicants created in Step I and 2(k-2C”1-l) = 2(6-4-1) = 2 
implicants in Step II. The resulting map for y2 is shown below.
*3*4*5'h \
00 01 11 10
000
001
Oil
010
no
in
101
100
T|
j j
(Tj \\
U
•
11i
r r
il
1f
i
"/...
1
/
6 7
0
> Step I
► Step 1
F P -46 07
y2 = *i*2*3*4 v  x ix 2x 3x4 V xlx;jx3x4 V x 1x2
X,
X5 V X 1X2X3X4X5
The Procedure specifies the minterms of y2 by placing a 1 into each
of the 2 rows of the map, either in column 11 or in column 00. Thus, each
minterm is of the form x,x0x*x* ... x* or x^^x^x? ... x* where x.,x0 or1 2 3 4  n 1 2 3 4  n7 1 2
XjX is the column identifier or "prefix" and x^x^ ... x* is the row 
identifier, with x* meaning x. or x.. Let q. denote a row identifier 
XgX* ... x* and let denote the set of row identifiers with prefix x^x2 
and Q00 the set of row identifiers with prefix x^x^ Note that each row 
identifier q^. appears exactly once, either in Q** or in thus Q11 V Q°° - 1.
Lemma 1; The implicants of y2 generated by the procedure from an 
irredundant, minimal coyer of y2<
11
Proof: Since minterms with different prefixes do not combine, all
minterms and resulting implicants of can be conveniently partitioned into
11 x^x^Q"^ and P ^  * XjX which can be consideredthe two disjoint sets P 
separately.
We prove first that a 2-loop formed in Step I cannot be enlarged
into a 4-loop. Let a row of the map be called even or odd depending on the
parity of the row identifier. Since the rows of the map are arranged in the
reflected binary code, even and odd rows alternate and adjacent rows bear
identifiers that differ in exactly one variable. The minterms selected in
Step I consist of even/odd row-pairs adjacent in xn that are combined into
2-loops of the form x,x„x*x* ... x* n or xnx0x*x* ... x* -, where x*x* ... x* -1 2 3 4  n-1 1 2 3 4  n-1’ 3 4 n-1
can be called the row-pair identifier. The row-pair identifiers also 
appear in a reflected binary order; hence, in Step I only even row-pairs are
Therefore, 2-loops belonging 
to the same set do not combine. Further, no 2-loop formed in Step I combines 
into a 4-loop with two minterms selected in Step II, since the latter always 
have the same row parity.
11Thus, a 4-loop could be formed in P only by combining two odd-row 
minterms from two different 2-loops selected in Step I with two even-row 
minterms selected in Step II, or vice versa for P^^. We prove next that this
4 **
is also impossible.
In the case postulated, the four minterms must differ in exactly 
two variables, say x^ and , which by construction must be row variables. 
That is, the four minterms have row identifiers that are identical except 
that, say, x^xj ~ 00 and H  for the minterms from Step I and x^xj = 01 and 10
assigned to P ^  and only odd row-pairs to P ^
12
for the minterms from Step II. Let the row identifiers of these four 
minterms be called rQ0, r^, rQ1, and r1Q, respectively. Since the rows are 
arranged in reflected binary order, there is an axis of reflection between 
Tqq and r^, located between the rows where x^ changes from 0 to 1. Without 
loss of generality assume that rQQ is a distance dQQ above the x^reflection 
axis and r ^  a distance d ^  below it. Then r^, the row that differs from 
r^Q in x^, must lie a distance d ^  below the x^-reflection axis and r^, the 
row that differs from r,, in x., must lie a distance d,, above the x.- 
reflection axis. Now rows r ^  and r ^  have the same parity, hence d ^  # d.ri . 
Then, if dQ0 > d^, rQ1 lies between rQQ and r ^  (and r ^  below r ^ . a n d  if
d00 < dll* r10 lieS between rQ0 and rH  (and r01 above r00^‘ Thus> at least 
one of rQ-priQ could not have been selected in Step II, but would in fact 
have been selected in Step I and assigned to the other set, because it 
belongs to a row-pair of opposite parity. Thus, no 4-loops can be formed 
from the minterms selected by the Procedure.
By construction, minterms of Step I are always combined into 2-loops 
and minterms of Step II are combined into 2-loops whenever possible. Hence, 
all implicants formed by the Procedure are prime.
Furthermore, the above reasoning shows that each 2-loop chosen in
11Step I is essential because in P the even-row minterm of each pair 
combines only with the odd-row minterm of that pair, or vipe versa in P 
that each l*-loop chosen in Step II is essential, and that each 2-loop chosen 
in Step II, while not always essential, is required to cover one minterm 
selected in Step II that is not otherwise covered. Hence, the implicants 
generated by the Procedure fprjn an irredundant, minimal cover of y^. Q.E.D.
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If subnetwork is constructed to realize in two-level AND-OR 
(or equivalent) form, with k-1 AND gates corresponding to the k-1 prime 
implicants of y^, then ^  will be single- and multiple-line irredundant [5 ]. 
Of course, and Nq are also single- and multiple-line irredundant by 
inspection.
It now remains to be shown that the composition of subnetworks 
Nq , N^, and ^  in the form of Figure 2 contains at least one k-line 
redundancy but no redundancy of lower cardinality.
4. Proof of k-Redundancy
We claim that the following k-tuple fault F in N is undetectable, 
but all faults of lower multiplicity are detectable: F consists of subfaults
F^ and F^ where F^ is the stuck-at-1 fault at the x^ input to the AND gate, 
of and F^ is the (k-l)-tuple fault consisting of stuck-at-1 faults at 
either the x^ or the x^ inPt*t to each AND gate of N?, depending on whether 
the AND gate realizes a prime implicant with prefix x^x^ or x^ix^.
Example 2, cont1d : Maps for y^ and y^ of Example 2 are shown
below; the arrows indicate the growths of the prime implicants of y.^  and y^
under F^ and F^, respectively. Note that all prime implicants of y^ grow
into the same column, because those with prefix x-jX^  have x^/l and those 
with prefix x^x^ have x^/l, resulting in either case in the addition of 
terms with prefix x^x^. It is evident that the terms added to y^ by F^ and
those added to y^ by F^ are exactly equal and therefore cancel in N^, since
F has no component in Nq . Thus, F = F^»F2 is undetectable at Z. In the
14
notation of Theorem 1, (0Q,11) is the only member of Sp that is not ip Sp 
under fault-free conditions, but since
F Fvi F F
t f  -  i ( y 1y2 ,y 1y2 ) l y i y2 = y i y 2 or y i y 2^
(00,11) £ Tp and F is undetectable. □
It should be noted that the undetectable k-tuple fault F described
above is not unique; due to the symmetry of the functions with respect to x„1
and x2 an equally undetectable k-tuple fault F' consisting of stuck-at-1
faults at the x2 and 3^ inputs to the AND gates of and N2 also exists.
Lemma 2 : The networks constructed by the procedure described above
for a given k are k-redundant, i.e. the k-tuple fault F is undetectable but 
any proper subfault of F is detectable.
Proof ♦ (i) The undetectability of F was demonstrated in Example 2
above; a formal proof is omitted here.
15
(ii) We now show that any proper subfault £ of F * F^*F2 is
detectable. Since is a single-line fault and therefore has no proper
subfaults, only four cases need be considered: F * F^, F = F^, F = F2 where
F2 is a proper subfault of F2> and F « F ^ F  . The first three cases
correspond to the growth of one or more prime implicants in y^ or y2, but
not in both, and can be detected easily by an appropriate test in the growth
area. The case F = F ^ F  represents a fault that differs from F in that at
least one component of F2 is not included. Thus, at least one prime
implicant of y2 will not grow under F2 and will therefore fail to cancel
part of the growth of y under F^; this can be detected by a test located
in the growth area of F2 but not of E^. Thus, all proper subfaults of F are
detectable. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3 : There is no undetectable multiple fault F of multiplicity
less than k in the networks constructed by the method given.
Proof: The proof is split into three cases on the basis of whether
F F'N| is fault-free (y1 = y 1*), has a. stuck output (y^*w), or has a stuck input
F p
( y \ *Xj). In each case, it is shown that as a consequence ~ y? for some
region; since this relationship requires the. simultaneous growth and
disappearance of some prime implicant of y ^ 9 no such fault can exist.
(1) If is fault-free, i.e. y1 ™y^s fault F must have components in
both Nq and N2, since Nq and N2 are irredundant networks. Then F causes
y2 ^ y2 f°r at least one xt» so that (ab,ab)^SF, where a = y ^ x  ) and
b * y2 (xfc). For reference, note that Z(ab) * Z(ab)~ Z(ab) = Z(ab). If F
is to be undetectable, we must have Z(ab) = ZF (ab), i.e. (ab,ab)€T„0 SinceF
Z(ab) ^ Z(ab) we have Z(ab) £ ZF(ab), i.e. (ab,ab)^ T and hence £ S , i.e.* F
16
— p _the input vector that produces Y = ab does not produce Y = ab. Hence it
F —must produce Y = ab, since N. is fault-free. Thus, (ab,ab) £ S_ and therefore1 F
€ Tp, i.e. Z(ab) = ZF(ab). But Z(ab) ^ Z(ab), hence Z(ab) ^ ZF(ab) and 
(ab,ab)^TF, £ Sp. Thus, if yF ^ y2 for at least one xfc, then
(ab,ab)€SF, (ab,ab)£ Sp
and
(ab,ab)€SF, (ab,ab) £ Sp,
F —i.e. y2 s y2 for the entire region for which y^ = a. We will show, by
—Fconsidering the two cases a =1 and a - 0, that y2 = y2 would have to hold for 
the entire map and that this is impossible under the fault model chosen. For 
brevity, and will denote, as before, the sets of row identifiers
used for P11 and P^° respectively. If a = y^Cx^ “ 1> is a cell in 
column 11 and the region in which y2 is complemented under F is column 11. 
Complementation of column 11 of yrequires that the prime implicants of the 
form XjXgQ^ disappear and that other prime implicants grow into all cells 
of the form X jX2Q^. The only other prime implicants of y a r e  those of the 
form Xj-XgQ^; they can grow into the x,x2Q ^  area only by becoming independent 
of both x^ and x2, whence they must grow also into the x^x^Q^ and x^x^Q®® 
areas. These relations are shown below:
xxx2 xxx2
00  01 11 10 00  01 11 10
*2 FP— 4605
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Thus, for any cell of the form x^ q c or x^X2qc where q g we have
(00,01)€ Sp. But then (01,00)£Sp, i.e. we must have y2 = y^ also in the
entire a =0 region, i.e. columns 00, 01, and 10. Then the prime implicants
*1*2^ ^ must d* saPPear uhder F and cannot grow into x ^ Q ^ ,  contrary to the
requirement. Similarly, if a*0, i.e. xfc is a cell in columns 00, 01, or 10,
the complementation of that region of y^ requires that the x ^ Q ^  prime
implicants disappear while the areas x^x^Q^^, x ^  (Q^ V Q ^ ) , and x
x ] x 2 (Q°°VQ11) be filled by growths from other prime implicants. Specifically
any cell of the form x-^q^, where qd € Q^> can now only be filled by a
11growth of some implicant in x ^ ^ Q  which must become independent not only 
of x^ but also of some row variable x ^ . Then that implicant, also grows into 
*l*2Sd ’ Sd € as shown in the diagram below,
XiX2 xxx2
00 01 11 10 00  01 11 10
FP-4604
so that (10,11) G S .  But then (11,10) £ S_, i.e. we must have y0 = y*: in the
r  Jb ¿ A
11entire a =1 region. Then the prime implicants x^x^Q must disappear under 
, _ 00F and cannot grow into x^x^Q , contrary to the requirements. Therefore, no 
undetectable fault can exist when is fault-free.
18
F(2) If the output y^ of is stuck-at-w, y l  - w for any xfc in the
region where y^ ■ w normally, i.e. column 11 for w * 0 and columns 00, 01,
Fand 10 for w * 1. Then (wb,wc)€Sp where b ■ y2 (xt) an<* c 58 y2 (xt)* For 
reference, note that Z(wb) * Z(wb) * Z(wF) * Z(wb). If F is to be undetect-
F __
able we must have Z(wb) * Z (wc), i.e. (wb,wc)€T_. Since Z(wb)« Z(wb)
r
J* Z(wb) = Z^(wc), we then have (wb, wc), (wb,wc) ^  Tp and therefore £ Sp. Now
(~»w-) ^  Sp because y^ = w. Specifically, (wb,wc), (wb,w c) £ S . This result
l Fcombines with the previous one, (wb,wc)fS_, to leave Y = wc as the only
r
__ pvalue associated with Y = wb, i.e. (wb,wc) € Sp. Thus, if y^ * w for any x^ , 
in the region where y^ = w normally, then
(wb,wc) € Sp, (wb ,wc) £ Sp
and
(wb,wc) € Sp, (wb,wc) £ Sp.
— F FThus, for the entire region where y^ = y^ = w we have y2 = b, y^ = c, and
p  Ffor the entire region where y1 = y^ = w we have y2 “ b, y^ = c. Thus,
F — F
y ? = y2 for one of the regions and y = y2 for the other region. We will
now show that this relation cannot occur under the fault model assumed.
F — 11(i) y2 = y2 in column 11 requires that all terms of the form x ^ Q
become 0 and all terms of the form become 1. In other words, the
prime implicants of P11 must disappear and the prime implicants oflP ?, the
only other prime implicants available, must grow into the x^x^Q^^ area by
becoming independent of both x^ and x^. But then they also grow into
Fcolumns 01 and 10, causing y^ = y2 there, which contradicts the requirement 
Fthat y2 = y^ in the "other" region.
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F -(ii) y2 * y2 in columns 00, 01, and 10 requires that all terms of the
form x x^ 2Q ^  become 0 and all terms of the form x^x2Q^, x^x2, and x^x^
become 1. An argument similar to the one above shows that the P ^  prime
___11 — 11  ^_  11implicants must grow not only into the x^x2Q , x^x2Q , and x^x2Q areas 
but also into the x -jX2Q ^  and x^x2Q ^  areas. Consider now a cell in the 
X ix 2Q ^  area, say x^x2qc, which must become 1, This can happen only because
a. term in P becomes independent of x^ and one of the row variables and
therefore grows into x^x^^. But then cell x^x2qc -* 1 contradicting the 
Frequirement that y2 = y2 in column 11.
Thus, the fault cannot involve y^ s-a-0 or s-a-1.
(3) If an input of the AND gate in N^ is stuck-at-1, say, without loss
F Fof generality, the x^ input, then y^ = x2 and y^ = y^ in columns 00, 10, and 
F —11 but y 1 = y-, in column 01. For any x in column 01 we have (00,Id) £ S,,;I ” 1 t r
Fif F is to be undetectable we must have (00,ld)€T_, i.e. Z(00) * Z (Id).r
But Z(01) = Z(10) # Z(00), hence (01,Id),(10,Id)£ T , £ Sp. Then (01,Id), 
(10,ld)€Sp, € T f and (00,Id), (11,Id) £ Tp, £ Sp. Lastly, (ll.ldyg Sp, 6 Tp .
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Thus we have
and
(00,Id)£ Sp, (00,Id) * SF
(01,Id)Ç Sp, (01,Id) K
(10,Id)£ Sp, (10,Id) * SF
(11, Id) € Sj,, (11,Id) * SF’
where y^ - 0 F'» y[ s 1 (i.e F _ -
in the region where y^ = 1, y^ = 1 (i.e. column 11) for d = 0, and vice versa, 
for d = 1.
The d = 0 case leads to a contradiction almost immediately; as
11before, it requires that the x - ^ Q  terms of y^ disappear and terms of the
form x^x^Q^^ be created by growths from other prime implicants of y^
namely terms of the form x^x^Q^, which is impossible without also creating
Fa growth into column 01, thus violating the y^ = y 2  condition there.
The d = l case, i.e. y^::= y 2  in column 11 and y^ = ^2 *  ^ in co u^mn 
01, requires the growths illustrated below:
F=>
r
1
► 1-* •fî]
1
1
1r ► 1-* u
À -1 0
Id-► 1 0
F P - 4 6 0 1
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Since column 11 of must not change, F cannot make the terms
independent of a row variable, or the x-jX^Q ^ terms independent of both x^ 
and X£. If F makes the terms independent of x^ and the x^x^Q^
F _terms independent of x^ we achieve y = y^ in column 01 while leaving 
Fy2 ■ y2 in column 11, but this, together with the x^ input stuck-at-1 fault
in N^, is a fault of multiplicity k, contrary to assumption. (It is in fact
the undetectable fault described in Lemma 2.) Thus, to obtain a fault of
multiplicity less than k, some prime implicant of y^ must grow more than
once, i.e. become independent both of the column variable x2 and some row
variable,(s) (say x.)* As noted above, only terms of the form x.x.Q^ are
permitted to grow in such a way; however, in the process of growing into the
area they will also grow into x ^ Q 11 so that (00,01)€Sp, € Tp.
By arguments similar to the ones used before, we then obtain (01,01) £ S^ ,,
(01,00)£ SF, and (00,00)£Sp. Thus, y^ = y2 for the region where y^ = y^ = 0,
F —i.e. columns 00 and 10. But to obtain y^ - y2 in column 10 would require
that the x .jX2Q ^  terms become independent not only of x2 but also of x^, or 
11that tne x fx2Q terms become independent of a row variable, which in
Feither case makes it impossible to maintain y^ = y i n  column 11.
Thus, the fault cannot involve a stuck input to the AND gate of
network N^.
Since we have considered all possible faults in N^ as components of 
F, the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
We are now ready for our main theorem.
Theorem 2: There exist k-redundant networks for all k > 1.
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Proof: We will show that networks exist which contain an
undetectable fault of multiplicity k but no undetectable fault of lower 
multiplicity.
1) k =1: This is a single-line redundant network. Many examples
are known to exist.
2) k = 2: Consider the network of Example 1 which contains a 2-line
redundancy and can easily be shown to be single-line irredundant. Thus, the 
network of Example 1 is 2-redundant.
3) k > 3: Networks generated by our Procedure satisfy the Theorem,
as Lemmas 2 and 3 show. Q.E.D.
5. Fault-Masking in Redundant Networks
A test input vector xfc designed to detect a fault Fq may fail to 
detect Fq in the presence of another fault. We say that a fault F^ masks 
a fault F under test x. if F but not F *F, is detected by xt . Fault
O ______________________O O 1 t
masking relations may be expressed algebraically or graphically [6,7].
Whenever they form a fault masking cycle the set of faults involved in the 
cycle is undetectable by the test set; if all possible test sets exhibit 
fault masking cycles the fault set corresponds to a multiple-line redundancy.
We show in this section that several distinct patterns of fault 
masking cycles corresponding to multiple-line redundancies exist. For 
example, a 4-redundant network generated by our Procedure is shown in Figure 4 
below, together with the undetectable 4-tuple fault F * {a,0,y,6}. The maps
X
I 
X
I
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Figure 4. A 4-redundant Network 
Generated by Our Procedure
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show that x ■ 0100 or 0101 is a test for fault a  or p but not a*3, X- = 0101 
or 0111 is a test for fault a or Y but not a.y, and X = 0110 is a test for
fault a or 8 but not a*8. Thus, p masks a, and vice versa, under test 4 or 5
£
(= X in decimal). The masking graph for F, using a --— * 8 to denote that
fault a .masks fault 8 under test 6, is therefore
In contrast, the masking graph for the undetectable fault shown in 
the 4-redundant network of Figure 3 consists of a single loop,
as does the masking graph for the 4-tuple undetectable fault in [4].
Yet another type of masking graph can be obtained by modifying 
our Procedure to yield more complicated subnetworks. A 4-redundant 
network generated by the modified Procedure is shown in Figure 5 below.
The masking graph for the undetectable 4-tuple fault F = {a,P,Y,6} consists 
of double loops:
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Figure 5. A 4-redundant Network Generated by a 
Modification of Our Procedure
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There undoubtedly exist many other types of masking graphs that 
correspond to undetectable multiple faults and hence to redundancies. Our 
Procedure and its possible modifications are but a first step in the effort 
to systematically generate networks with specified redundancies, so that 
multiple redundancies can be better understood.
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